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WHAT WE’LL COVER IN THIS SESSION
§ Introduction
§ Short History of Proofing

§ Are You My Proofer?
§ Scenario #1

§ Proofing in a Conventional/ Offset + Digital Environment
§ Scenario #2

§ Proofing in an ALL-Digital Environment
§ Press Proofing: Top 5
§ Pros/Cons
§ Importance of Certification/ Validation
§ Conclusion/ Take-Aways
§ Questions!
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EXPERTISE

Consultative Solution Selling
Color Management Best Practices
G7 Implementation Services
Color Managed Workflow Implementation Services
Flexible Hardware and Workflow Agnostic Solutions



HISTORY OF PROOFING
HOW DID WE ARRIVE HERE?1940’s: The first overlay systems were developed.

o These systems produce each of the process colors on a separate 
sheet of clear film, and then register them together to view the 
final proof.

1965: 3M invents an overlay system called Color Key.

o Sheets of clear polyester were coated with UV-sensitive pigments 
emulsions in CMYK.  Later, spot colors were created (Color Key 
Custom Colors).  Sheets were exposed to the artwork via a carbon 
arc lamp, washed with water and process chemicals, then dried.

1970’s: 3M develops Transfer Key technology– a cold 
lamination process.

o Layers of colored adhesive pressed onto a substrate, exposed, 
then washed away until the colors existed in a single layer.

o Later evolved into Match Print, which used thermal transfer.  Later, 
other similar water process products such as DuPont Waterproof 
were introduced to the market.



HISTORY OF PROOFING
HOW DID WE ARRIVE HERE?

1970’s

(late): Toner-based 
solutions such as 

Dupont Cromalin were 
developed.

1980’s

Custom colors 
(including white and 

metallic) were 
becoming 

commonplace.

1987

Stream inkjet (Iris 
printer) was 

commercialized.

1990’s

Dye Sublimation was 
introduced.

1990’s

(late): Laser 
Sublimation was 
introduced (FUJI 

FINALPROOF, Kodak 
Approval).

1990’s

(late): Laser Thermal 
Transfer was 

developed.

2005

First 
spectrophotometers 
were integrated with 

inkjet devices.

2009

Epson releases devices 
with integrated 

spectrophotometry!



AQUEOUS INKJET
WATER-BASED INKS

This technology 
matured for contract 
proofing needs in the 

early 2000’s.

Printing on paper to 
simulate press 

output

720-1440dpi, 
automated, and low 

cost to maintain

Requires specialized 
porous coating on 

media for proper ink 
absorption

Not light-last, proofs 
fade over time 

Cost per 27” x 21” 
(larger sizes are 

completely possible) 
= roughly $7

For the purpose of this presentation, we’ll be discussing 
contract proofing as it relates to conventional/ offset print 

environments as well as digital environments.



HISTORY OF PROOFING
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY CONTRACT PROOF?

In the 2000’s we adopt the ‘CONTRACT PROOF’ verbiage as 
a reference to an agreement between the printer and a 
customer—

o The agreement indicates that the color portrayed on the 
proof, will match the production.  The printed sample 
proof, is the ‘checks and balances’ and visual + numerical 
representation of the printers’ ability to produce 
repeatable, verifiable color.

o Provided the customer requires no changes, the printer 
agrees not to deviate for the color on the contract proof 
and the printer is obligated to match the proof, on press 
(within the press’ ability).



HISTORY OF PROOFING
RE-EVALUATING THE NEED FOR THE CONTRACT PROOF . . .

Fast-forward to today.

o As advances as made regarding speed + quality, and the offset/ 
digital print quality gap is shortened– what does this mean for 
our contract proofing practice? 

o How are we producing contract proofs? 

o Is proofing still a necessity?

Let’s examine a few scenarios.

o Scenario #1: An environment that has traditionally been a 
conventional shop with offset presses and is now introducing 
digital devices into their fleet.

o Scenario #2: An environment that is currently all digital, with 
no offset capabilities.



SCENARIO #1
EXAMING CONTRACT PROOFINGIn SCENARIO #1, this shop already has inkjet proofing.  

It’s just part of the traditional/ conventional workflow.

Is inkjet proofing required?
. . . IT DEPENDS.

Let’s examine some criteria.

o G7 PROCESS.
o DO DIGITAL AND OFFSET PRESSES NEED TO MATCH?
o IS COLOR MANAGEMENT IMPORTANT FOR SHORT RUN 

PRODUCTION?
o IF YOU ARE ALREADY MATCHING COLOR BETWEEN OFFSET + 

DIGITAL, HOW CONSISTENT ARE YOU IN COLOR MATCHING 
BETWEEN DEVICES?

o HOW ARE YOU EVALUATING/ VALIDATING CONSISTENTCY?



SCENARIO #1
ALIGNING TO G7 METHODOLOGY?

In SCENARIO #1, this shop already has inkjet proofing.  
It’s just part of the traditional/ conventional workflow.

Is inkjet proofing required?
. . . FOR CONVENTIONAL, YES.

G7 process is a methodology we can align to in order to keep a press ‘in 
check’ and gray balanced.  This should be done regularly, and properly, 
however, there are too many steps required to depend on G7 only, used 
with a conventional press, to make the conventional press a proofing 
device.

Constantly running sheets– thousands, a minute.
Too laborious for proofing.
Too much paper waste, to use for proofing.
Burn plates, make adjustments, burn another set of plates?
NOT a sensible solution, in the case of a conventional press.

For conventional presses– inkjet proofing, although a mature technology 
and practice– is still the way to go.



o SCENARIO #1
TRADITIONALLY A CONVENTIONAL SHOP.

HAS BEGUN TO ADD DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
TO THEIR PRODUCTION FLEET.



SCENARIO #1
DO OFFSET AND DIGITAL PRESSES NEED TO MATCH?

If color management is important for short run 
production in Scenario #1, the answer is yes.

Being able to deliver short run digital is 
important– being able to do so utilizing color 
management: also important.  

In this scenario it is important for digital to match 
conventional color.

o Matching color between offset and digital 
devices is possible– perhaps you do so today.  

How often are you evaluating consistency?



SCENARIO #1
EVALUATING CONSISTENCY.

Run a press proof on 
Monday.

Run the same press 
proof on your presses on 
Wednesday when your 
blanket is a bit more 
worn.

Repeat this exercise on 
Friday, and then again, 
run the same proof the 
following week.

Run the same press 
proof in a month.

If all sheets are 
measurable, consistent, 
and repeatable– and you 
are continually achieving 
a narrow dE device, to 
device– sure, you can 
proof on press.

In this instance, the 
proof off the digital 
production device is 
probably $0.30 to create 
versus the $1.50 proof 
on an aqueous inkjet 
device like an Epson.  
The Epson, a bit slower 
to print versus the digital 
press proof that will take 
20 seconds.

In this case– you have 
created an environment 
where your digital 
production device could 
be used as a proofing 
device.  That said, IS IT?



A digital press, as advanced as it is– with all of the new 
technology, and all the bells and whistles– is more consistent 

than it has ever been in the past.  
However, it is not more consistent than an inkjet aqueous 

proofing device.

SCENARIO #1



In SCENARIO #2, this shop likely does not have 
inkjet proofing.  
It’s often not part of the digital workflow.

Is inkjet proofing required?
. . . IT DEPENDS.

Let’s examine some criteria.

--Are the devices aimed at a standard?

--Provided you proof on press– are the proofs used only 
for internal purposes?

--How consistent are your digital devices, and what is 
your standard operating procedure for evaluating 

performance?



o SCENARIO #2
THIS SHOP RUNS NO CONVENTIONAL.
ONLY DIGITAL EQUIPMENT.



WHY DO WE USE 
DIGITAL PRESSES AS 
PROOFING DEVICES?

• A SHOP MAY FEEL THAT THEY GET 
GREAT PRINT RESULTS.

• TO KEEP THE PRESS BUSY, AS IT IS 
NOT GETTING ENOUGH WORK.

• CANNOT MATCH PROOFS TO THEIR 
DIGITAL DEVICES.

• IT’S ‘EASIER’, ‘FASTER’, + ON THE 
PRODUCTION SUBSTRATE.

• LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN COLOR 
MANAGEMENT – SPOT COLORS, 
specifically.



ANY DEVICE CAN BE USED AS A PROOFING DEVICE, 
AS LONG AS IT IS . . .

1. 
MEASUREABLE

2. 
REPEATABLE

3.  
CONSISTENT

Without one of these variables, any device that claims to be a proofing device would be 
inaccurately representing its capabilities.



o What tools are you using to verifying how accurately your device 
is reproducing color?

o What is  your standard operating procedure for certifying/ 
validating color output, within your environment?

o How often do you calibrate the device you are using to do your 
proofing?



Monday:
3:00 PM – Run a Sheet

Tuesday:
3:00 PM – Run a Sheet

Next Week:
Run a Sheet

Next Month:
Another Sheet

Six Months from Now:
Another Sheet.

Next Year:
Another Sheet

EXERCISE:

o If you can determine that all sheets are consistent in reproducing color to a dE < 3.0, it would 
then be valid to say that your digital (press) device(s), when bundled with a color management 
front end + a color validation system would be a valid proofing system.



o It is known that digital devices will drift on a regular 
basis– digital device to digital device– location to 
location, manufacturer to manufacturer.

o Press manufacturers all have their own systems in 
place– color stabilization systems which substantiate 
and explain drift, however, when you are faced with 
determining color consistency within a dE < 3.0, for 
example, you may not expect this from a digital press.  

o In this case you would need tools available to determine 
that the digital press is measurable, repeatable, and 
consistent.  This is where color management technology 
should be and is typically promoted.



o SCENARIO #2
THIS SHOP RUNS NO CONVENTIONAL.
ONLY DIGITAL EQUIPMENT.



VARIABLES FOR PRINTING ON PRESS

COLOR SHIFTS

You may produce an entire run, only to find out you had a color problem.
Perhaps the color has shifted since the ‘proof’ was run or is no longer hitting 
GRACoL.

The idea that the proof is a visible, certified standard for achievable and 
repeatable color, makes it your shops ‘quality standard’– one that you know 
you can achieve.

This is the advantage for having a great inkjet proof.  It is produced on 
stable and consistent paper; it’s certifiable; it’s been calibrated; there is 
usually a certification or validation component built in.



DIGITAL COLOR VARIATION

This is a Digital Print Issue, not a Manufacturer Specific Issue

o XEROX, HP, CANON, OCE, KODAK, XEIKON, and RICOH – they all have the 
same color challenges.

o Digital toner and inkjet presses/ devices share the same cyclical color shift 
characteristics.

o ICC profiles are generic and not robust enough to meet customer 
expectations, at times.

o Unlike ICC profiles, there are solutions available in the industry that are 
device specific, and can help with stabilization– however, the companies 
that develop these solutions do not market them as tools used to create a 
proofing environment in the press room.  They are used to create cross-
fleet color accuracy and repeatability.



VARIABLES FOR PRINTING ON PRESS

EXPENSE

Digital presses– the big guys, are expensive to run.  You do not want to 
interrupt production, to do a one-off proof.

STABILITY

We want to evaluate color ‘where it is’ and want to do that on a device that we 
know is very stable and very predictable.  We need to know that is the press 
isn’t hitting color as expected, how we troubleshoot what the root case is.  
The proof, done on an inkjet, can aid us in managing this.



VARIABLES FOR PRINTING ON PRESS
VALIDATION

Are you adding a control strip/ color bar to your one-off digital press proof?

Did you queue the proof after a long press run of something else?

When the proof is approved, days or weeks later, is the press going to produce 
the color in the same way?

Was the press at the end of life on the PIP or the blanket?

PERFORMANCE

Is the press running continually to ensure it is stable, warm, measurable, 
consistent, and accurate?  

How do you ensure, or how do you predict at what point in the degradation of 
the run you are PROOF COPYING one-offs, within?  Traditional aqueous inkjet 
proofing is easy to maintain, with very little variability.



NEGATIVES FOR PRESS PROOFING

o A proof off a digital press is not representative of a proof/ print off any 
other device in the shop.  It’s not a “STANDARD” or representative of a 
shops ability to achieve repeatable color cross-fleet.

o Not as color accurate as a proof off an aqueous inkjet device, to an industry 
standard.

o Proofing on a digital press disrupts the production on the device, or you 
must wait/ queue for once a mass job is done before printing a PROOF 
COPY on the production device– whereas a proofing device would be 
dedicated and available for proofing.

o No inline certification/ validation– you would need to be doing this offline.



STATEMENTS FROM PRESS MANUFACTURERS
o We are continually having conversations with manufacturers – and without naming names, they continue to agree that 

digital inkjet proofing such as a proof generated using a proper color management RIP, is the most consistent proof for 
digital, as well as conventional presses.



WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED IN 
THIS SESSION . . .

When creating proofs on a digital device, rather than in the traditional 
aqueous/ inkjet proofing fashion, keep in mind the following criteria:

1. Make sure your digital device(s) are accurate, repeatable, and consistent.
2. Implement a standard process for baselining/ calibration your digital 

device(s).
3. Adopt a standard process for certifying/ validating proofs + output to a 

known industry standard or customer standard to set yourself up for 
executing true color consistency.

4. Ensure that you adopt and implement color management technology 
throughout your press room– tools outside of your workflow, to ensure 
that your devices– regardless of manufacturer, are matching on another–
drive certification to a new level!



PERSONAL STATEMENT



LEVERAGE COLOR MANAGEMENT
o There are many solutions on the market, developed for matching color across a fleet of presses and 

throughout wide/ grand format departments within the same shop.
o Device-agnostic.
o Allow for repeatability, consistency, and accuracy across devices– offset and digital.

o If you are going to proof on press, ensure that your color management server is robust.
o Make sure your checks and balances– your certification/ validation is bulletproof.

o The industry is a safe space for asking questions– there are many right ways to accomplish your 
color management goals and a few that may not be as great. 
o Explore market tools that aid in developing more consistent color and better efficiency cross-

fleet.  
o Color management companies are happy to consult with you and make recommendations 

specific to your environment anytime.



Thank you for attending!
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